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De Valera 2015-12-16
eamon de valera the long fellow remains a towering presence whose shadow still falls over irish life the history of ireland for much of the
twentieth century is the history of de valera from the 1916 rising the troubled treaty negotiations and the civil war right through to his
retirement after a longer period in power than any other 20th century leader eamon de valera has both defined and divided ireland he was
directly responsible for the irish constitution fianna fail the largest irish political party and the irish press group he helped create a political
church state monolith with continuing implications for northern ireland the social role of women the irish language and the whole concept
of an irish nation many of the challenges he confronted are still troubling the peace of ireland and of britain and some of the problems are
his legacy tim pat coogan s comprehensive study of this political giant is a major addition to the history of irish british relationships

Thom's Official Directory of Great Britain and Ireland 1851
report of the dominion fishery commission on the fisheries of the province of ontario 1893 issued as vol 26 no 7 supplement

Thom's Directory of Ireland 1850
correlated data arise in numerous contexts across a wide spectrum of subject matter disciplines modeling such data present special
challenges and opportunities that have received increasing scrutiny by the statistical community in recent years in october 1996 a group of
210 statisticians and other scientists assembled on the small island of nantucket u s a to present and discuss new developments relating to
modelling longitudinal and spatially correlated data methods applications and future direc tions its purpose was to provide a cross
disciplinary forum to explore the commonalities and meaningful differences in the source and treatment of such data this volume is a
compilation of some of the important invited and volunteered presentations made during that conference the three days and evenings of
oral and displayed presentations were arranged into six broad thematic areas the session themes the invited speakers and the topics they
addressed were as follows generalized linear models peter mccullagh residual likelihood in linear and generalized linear models
longitudinal data analysis nan laird using the general linear mixed model to analyze unbalanced repeated measures and longi tudinal data
spatio temporal processes david r brillinger statistical analy sis of the tracks of moving particles spatial data analysis noel a cressie
statistical models for lat tice data modelling messy data raymond j carroll some results on gen eralized linear mixed models with
measurement error in covariates future directions peter j

The Australian Cricketer's Guide 1859
longhorn beetles cerambycidae are one of the most easily recognised groups of beetles a cosmopolitan family that encompasses more than
33 000 species in 5 200 genera worldwide out of the 117 beetle families occurring in australia cerambycidae is the sixth largest comprising
more than 1 400 species classified in 300 genera virtually all cerambycidae feed on living or dead plant tissue and play a significant role in



all terrestrial environments larvae often utilise damaged or dead trees for their development and through feeding on rotten wood form an
important element of the saproxylic fauna speeding nutrient and energy circulation in these habitats longhorn beetles can cause serious
damage by sometimes feeding on and eventually killing living forest or orchard trees many species are listed as quarantine pests because
of their destructive role to the timber industry such as the european house borer introduced into western australia this third volume in the
series on australian longhorn beetles extends to include the taxonomy of genera and species of the subfamily prioninae of the australo
pacific region seven tribes 50 genera and 166 species are included all genera and most species are diagnosed described illustrated and
included in keys to their identification

Records Relating to the Dioceses of Ardagh and Clonmacnoise 1886
includes list of members

Sessional Papers 1879
australia s lost films was published by the national library of australia to coincide with the last film search a project to find as many of these
important films as possible and commit them to the care of the national film and sound archive but with its many photographs and a
complete checklist of silent feature films 1896 1930 the book stands as an important record of a necessarily little known part of australia s
cinematic past

Machinery Market 1963
first to ninth reports 1870 1883 84 with appendices giving reports on unpublished manuscripts in private collections appendices after v 15a
pt 10 issued without general title

Report of the Postmaster General ... 1876
based on extensive primary sources many never previously translated into english this is the definitive account of the origins of ceres as it
went from being classified as a new planet to reclassification as the first of a previously unknown group of celestial objects cunningham
opens this critical moment of astronomical discovery to full modern analysis for the first time this book includes all the voluminous
correspondence translated into english between the astronomers of europe about the startling discovery of ceres by piazzi in 1801 it covers
the period up to march 1802 at which time pallas was discovered also included are piazzi s two monographs about ceres and the sections of
two books dealing with ceres one by johann bode the other by johann schroeter the origin of the word asteroid is explained along with
several chapters on the antecedents of the story going back to ancient greek times the formulation of bode s law is given as are the details
on the efforts of baron von zach to organize a search for the supposed missing planet between mars and jupiter examples of verse created



to commemorate the great discovery are included in this first volume the author who has a phd in the history of astronomy is a dedicated
scholar of the story of asteroids and his research on the discovery of ceres is comprehensive and fully sourced the discovery came at a time
when rival astronomers were in hot competition with each other and when the true nature of these celestial bodies was not yet known with
astronomers in france italy and beyond vying to understand and receive credit for the new class of astral bodies drama was not in short
supply nor were scientific advances

Report 1879
these documents cover the 300 year history of the palmer s gild up to its dissolution in 1551 some 1 495 deeds of various kinds mostly in
latin some in norman french or english are all shown in english they demonstrate the extent of the gild s interests and also provide the most
important source of information about the families of the town and other places their descents the derivations of their names and their
occupations the gild became the leading institution in ludlow and it supported a an important chantry in the parish church b a college of
chaplains who provided many services both spiritual and secular c building and ornamentation work in the parish church and d provided a
kind of mutual insurance service for its members who came from all over the country including at one time richard duke of york himself the
gild acquired many properties from donations bequests and purchases and the rents financed its activities there is a comprehensive index
this is a paperback

Reports 1879
the first comprehensive account to record and analyze all deaths arising from the irish revolution between 1916 and 1921 a monumental
new book and an incredible piece of research formidable authoritative and handsomely produced the dead of the irish revolution is a fitting
memorial andrew lynch irish independent will surely serve as the indispensable reference work on this topic for the foreseeable future a
truly remarkable feat of close scholarship and calm exposition gearoid o tuathaigh irish times weekend this account covers the turbulent
period from the 1916 rising to the anglo irish treaty of december 1921 a period which saw the achievement of independence for most of
nationalist ireland and the establishment of northern ireland as a self governing province of the united kingdom separatists fought for
independence against government forces and in north east ulster armed loyalists civilians suffered violence from all combatants sometimes
as collateral damage often as targets eunan o halpin and daithí Ó corráin catalogue and analyze the deaths of all men women and children
who died during the revolutionary years 505 in 1916 2 344 between 1917 and 1921 this study provides a unique and comprehensive picture
of everyone who died in what manner by whose hands and why through their stories we obtain original insight into the irish revolution
itself

出版年鑑 1992
there have been baptist churches in the midlands since at least 1626 this book describes their story from stoke on trent in the north to
droitwich in the south and from rugby in the east to oswestry in the west and covers the whole of the large west midland conurbation



surrounding birmingham this volume includes the whole range of baptists who have arisen from different sources over the generations
whether or not they have been in organised association life local historians will gain an insight into a vital aspect of their community s story
original texts have been used to let people and their churches speak for themselves the story has been divided into periods of time reaching
2009 when the office of the heart of england baptist association which covers most of the baptist churches in this account made a
significant move to a new location in selly oak within each period important topics are highlighted such as worship social impact church
planting etc in this way considerable growth and important changes over the years are detailed some exciting stories emerge such as the
leading role baptists had in the campaign to abolish slavery the publication of deep roots living branches is a contribution to the celebration
of the 400th anniversary of the start of the world s first baptist church among english émigrés in amsterdam in 1609 the book includes
numerous line drawings by the talented artist the late violet kennard of coventry

The Mark Lane Express, Agricultural Journal &c 1896
this is a book on how and why workers come together almost coincident with its inception worker organisation is a central and enduring
element of capitalism in the 19th and 20th centuries mobilisation by workers played a substantial role in reshaping critical elements of
these societies in europe north america australasia and elsewhere including the introduction of minimum labour standards living wage
rates maximum hours etc workplace safety and compensation laws and the rise of welfare state more generally notwithstanding setbacks in
recent decades worker organisation represents a pivotal countervailing force to moderate the excesses of capitalism and is likely to become
even more influential as the social consequences of rising global inequality become more manifest indeed instability and periodic shifts in
the respective influence of capital and labour are endemic to capitalism as formal institutions have declined in some countries or unions
outlawed and severely repressed in others there has been growing recognition of informal strike activity by workers and wider alliances
between unions and community organisations in others while such developments are seen as new they aren t indeed understanding of
worker organisation is often ahistorical and even those understandings informed by historical research are this book will argue in need of
revision this book provides a new perspective on and new insights into how and why workers organise and what shapes this organisation
the origins of worker mobilisation will be key reading for scholars academics and policy makers the fields of industrial relations hrm labour
economics labour history and related disciplines

Live Stock Journal 1888
first published in 1975 this volume aims to direct attention at a number of aspects of the lives and occupations of village labourers in the
nineteenth century that have been little examined by historians outside of agriculture some of the factors examined include the labourer s
gender whether they lived in closed or open villages and what they worked at during the different seasons of the year the author examines
a range of occupations that have previously been ignored as too local to show up in national statistics or too short lived to rank as
occupations at all as well as sources of secondary income the analysis of all of these factors in related to the seasonal cycle of field labour
and harvests the central focus is on the cottage economy and the manifold contrivances by which labouring families attempted to keep
themselves afloat



Modelling Longitudinal and Spatially Correlated Data 2012-12-06
shortlisted for the hwa non fiction crown award 2020 superb the economist elegant entertaining and frequently surprising new york times
the fascinating story of the regency period in britain an immensely colourful and chaotic decade that marked the emergence of the modern
world the regency began on 5 february 1811 when the prince of wales replaced his violently insane father george iii as the sovereign de
facto it ended on 29 january 1820 when george iii died and the prince regent became king as george iv at the centre of the era is of course
the regent himself who was vilified by the masses for his selfishness and corpulence around him surged a society defined by brilliant
characters momentous events and stark contrasts a society forced to confront a whole range of pressing new issues that signalled a
decisive break from the past and that for the first time brought our modern world clearly into view the regency revolution is the most
thorough and vivid exploration of the period ever published and it reveals the remarkably diverse ways in which the cultural social
technological and political revolutions of this decade continue both to inspire and haunt our world

Australian Longhorn Beetles (Coleoptera: Cerambycidae) Volume 3 2023-12
wilhelm ii or william ii german friedrich wilhelm viktor albrecht english frederick william victor albert 27 january 1859 4 june 1941 was the
last german emperor kaiser and king of prussia ruling the german empire and the kingdom of prussia from 15 june 1888 to 9 november
1918 he was a grandson of the british queen victoria and related to many monarchs and princes of europe crowned in 1888 he dismissed
the chancellor otto von bismarck in 1890 and launched germany on a bellicose new course in foreign affairs that culminated in his support
for austria hungary in the crisis of july 1914 that led to world war i bombastic and impetuous he sometimes made tactless pronouncements
on sensitive topics without consulting his ministers culminating in a disastrous daily telegraph interview that cost him most of his power in
1908 his generals dictated policy during world war i with little regard for the civilian government an ineffective war leader he lost the
support of the army abdicated in november 1918 and fled to exile in the netherlands wikipedia

The Journal of the Royal Geographic Society of London 1856
high tension lends an entirely different dimension to the history of the great hydro electric shannon scheme of 1925 1929 hitherto the story
has been told from an engineering viewpoint now historian michael mccarthy brings new perspectives to bear on the irish free state s most
audacious construction project at ardnacrusha how did the german and irish workforces get on what was life like for the 5000 odd navvies
and their families many of them living in barns and pigsties along the nine mile stretch of the irish klondyke how did the local farmers and
householders in clare and limerick cope with the massive explosions and disruptions how did those who lost homes lands livelihoods and
loved ones 53 died and hundreds were injured during construction cope with the trauma and hardship the guns of the civil war were
scarcely silenced when the irish government embarked on this huge undertaking with vision and scarce resources high tension details the
interdepartmental rivalry among civil servants the struggles with the labour movement and strong arm tactics of joe mcgrath the dogfights
with vested interest groups and overburdened local services and the compensation battles that dragged on years after the scheme opened



on the 75th anniversary of that opening it seems fitting to tell for the first time this fascinating story
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